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SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS AND PRELIMINARY MODEL TESTS ON A FORM OF
VECTORED THRUST POWERPLANT FOR COMMERCIAL V/STOL OPERATIONS

R. A. Tyler and R. G. Williamson
National Research Council of Canada

Abstract

VTOL capability promises increased po-
tential for commercial short-haul aircraft.
A variable bypass ratio lift/thrust engine
arrangement is discussed in relation to
safety and economic requirements. Some
feasibility aspects and possible problem
areas have been investigated on a model
scaled to produce 700 lb. lift/thrust. The
test results relate mainly to fan-drive
efficiency at partial admission, and to the
use of fan stator adjustment for fast res-
ponse thrust modulation.

Introduction

The potential advantages of V/STOL air-
craft in commercial operations are well
known in principle if, as yet, unrealized
in practice. The relatively low require-
ments in size and cost of ground facilities
point to the use of V/STOL aircraft both in
intercity-centre transportation over short
distaLces in heavily populated super-metro-
politan regions, and in supply operations
in undeveloped areas where conventional
airport expenditures are uneconomic.

In addition to access to new traffic,
VTOL capability offers gains in operational.
safety and economy. Omnidirectional ap-
proach and take-off, zero touchdown speed,
and reduced sensitivity to gusts Imply ad-
vantages in all-weather operation(1). The
absence of restrictions associated with
orthodox take-off and lanciog requirements
allows the use of wing loadings optimized
with respect to overall economics(2). In
intercity-c.entreservice, opportunities for
basic weight saving lie in the adoption of
commuter design concepts for passenger
accommodation(3,9). Significant time sav-
ings accrue from reduced ground manoeuvre,
rapid initial acceleration and steep,
omnidirectional approach. The small ground
and air spatial requirements for take-off
and landing promise less traffic conges-
tion and further improvement in block time
through reduced air control delays.

Air congestion is a growing problem at
existing airports and the productivity and
economy of new, high speed, short-haul air-
crall are seriously offset by current de-
lays(4). Reduction in the fraction of
available aircraft operating time spent be-
low cruising altitude has an important
bearing on short-range aircraft economics
and represents, with cruising Mach numbers
already in excess of 0.7, a major remaining,
approach to improved econowic efficiency(4.

Thus, at least three potential roles far
V/STOL commercial aircraft can be distin-
guished. In probable order of development,


these lie in short-haul operations from
existing airports, in supply operations in
undeveloped areas, and, ultimately, in
intercity-centre passenger transportation.

The commercial exploitation of favour-
able V/STOL vehicle characteristics implies
minimum propulsion system requirements re-
lating to installation, economy and safety.
Engine installation is effected ideally
with no substantial compromise to wing
configuration, minimal aerodynamic inter-
ference and low external drag. Engine
weight and cost penalties associated with
vertical thrust, and fuel consumption
under all conditions of operation must meet
economically acceptable limits. Provision
is necessary for engine-based hazards,in-
cluding loss of lift and trim due to mecha-
nical failure and difficulties relating to
debris ingestion, hot gas recirculation,
surface attrition, adverse ground effects,
intake crossflow, restarting, etc. Sim-
plicity of engine control and servicing is
of cardinal importance in undeveloped areas,
while intercity-centre operation involves
difficult requirements with respect to
noise.

The accommodation of these requirements
in a practicable system presents a complex
problem admitting different approaches.
Clearly, whatever the approach, a propul-
sion system for commercially useful air-
craft will involve the most advanced tech-
nology available from current conventional
and V/STOL engine developments.

Turbofan Status

In recent years, engine development for
conventional transport aircraft has centred
on turbofan engines of increasingly large
bypass ratios. Progressing from the frac-
tional bypass ratios of early designs,
current values are in the range of 4 to b
with 10 predicted for future arrangements
(5). With increasing bypass ratio, aero-
dynamic design problems arise from the
growing disparity in fan and gas generator
dimensions. Rotational speed restrictions
due to fan size lead to below-optimum blade
speeds in compressor and turbine stages on
the fan shaft. An additional shaft has
been introduced in some designs to free the
gas generator compressor system from the
slow running fan(0). Further difficulties
arise from the conflicting requirements of
maximum fan annulus area, a reasonably
productive fan root speed, and efficient
ducting between the fan and gas generator
compressor. These difficulties have led to
various proposals for radial grading of the
fan work, including the incorporation of a
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rotLtil,ggas generator inlet duct in the
hub(7).

principle, some relief from the geo-
metrical constraiLts associated with high
bypass ri„tiois afforded by a shift in lay-
out from the conventional concentric shaft
arraize1,e1.t.A possible system, of say by-
pass ratio 5, is shown compared with the
conceLtric shaft approach in Figure 1. The
gas zenerator section is subdivided into
multiple units disposed around the fan
shaftl). The generator units are con-
nected by individual ducts to equal seg-
ments of the fan turbine. The turbine
dimensios are made compatible with those
of the frr for improved turbine blade speed
conditionsenc.:fewer turbine stages. As a
final step, the gas generator units are
supplied by individual ram intakes, and the
short-cowled fan is provided with separate
outlet ducts terminating in reversing
nozzles.
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FIG I SGEMATIC TURBOFAN CONFIGURATIONS

Applicabilityto V/STOLPropulsion


The potential usefulness of this form of
turbofan lies in its applicability to com-
mercial V/STOL propulsion. In this context,
the fan exhaust nozzles are of the rotating
lift/thrust type (cf. Bristol Siddeley
Pegasus). Since they are subject to simi-
lar demands for duration at maximum rating
anc:number of starts, the gas generator


units reflect, ideally, the advanced tech-
nology stemming from the developmt of
compact, single shaft, lift jets1/4"1 . The
selection of take-off bypass ratio, as
determined by specific mission requirements,
is readily accommodated in the main rotor
design, including, for example, that re-
sulting in a single faklstage with attend-
ant noise advantages(6). From the safety
aspect, gas generator interconnection
through the fan drive is inherent to the
arrangement. Protection from failure at
take-off of a gas generator unit is pro-
vided with minimal ducting. The exclusive
use, where feasible, of cold vertical jets
offers reduced hazards, particularly in
operations from natural surfaces. Finally,
the arrangement includes the possibility of
usefully variable bypass ratio. In parti-
cular, thrust reduction by progressive shut-
down of gas generator units results in in-
creased operating bypass ratio. Given the
technology for continuous turbine operation
at partial admission, an additional para-
meter is admitted to the basic VTOL engine
problem of matching take-off and cruise
thrust demands.

As a V/STOL transport propulsion system,
the arrangement offers some promise of com-
bining the installational advantages of a
flexible, forward-facing, integrated lift/
thrust engine with inherent safety features,
relatively low weight penalty, and accept-
able cruising fuel economy. A hypothetical
single system, short-haul transport aircraft
is shown in Figure 2. Here the wing loading
is set by overall mission economics. Wing-
tail design and engine placement are
governed by considerations of aerodynamic
interference, debris ingestion, ground
effect, utilizable cabin space, etc. Figure
3 shows a possible four-engined aircraft
scheme. In this case provision for a fan
rotor failure appears feasible.

FIG 2 HYPOTHETICAL SINGLE SYSTEM SHORT

HAUL WSTOL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

ExperimentalProgyamme


The V/STOL propulsion system outlined
above has received some experimental in-
vestigation, using a simple working model
operated on the balances of the 10 ft. x
20 ft. N.R.C. V/STOL Propulsion Tunnel.
The model design permitted few, if any, in-
ferences to be made concerning the obvious
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mechanicalproblems. These involvespecial
considerationsof main rotor design redun-
dancies,bearings,mountings,vibration,
thermalgrowth, turbinedisc design,etc.
However,certainaerothermodynamicalimpli-
cationscould be examinedin a convenient
way. System behaviourunder simulated
conditionsof gas generatorshutdowncould
be assesseddirectlyin termsof fan thrust,
bypass ratio, fan drive efficiencyand over-
all economy. The relativelyslow response
of the high inertiafan rotor system im-
plies an alternativeapproachto rapid fan
thrustmodulationin the landing flight
phase. The model designincorporateda
systemof thrust spoiling,preliminary
operatingdata on which couldbe obtained
by directmeasurement.

AG 3 HYPOTHETICAL MULTI-SYSTEM

y/sToL MRCRAFT

Basic Relations

Before enteringinto a descriptionof
the model and experimentalresults,it
might be useful to recallsome simplified
relationsamong the systemparameters. For
convenience,and as representativeof the
test conditionsand verticalflight, the
expressionsrefer to the case of zero for-
ward speed. Fan thrust,F, and total
availablegas power,G, can be simply
relatedby

F3 = 4pkA(neG)2

where n is the overallefficiencyof energy
transferfrom the hot to cold stream. Fan
thrustloadiE,E,F/A, and ideal fan temper-
ature rise, ET, vary inverselywith bypass
ratio,B, accordingto

F/A7FF = gJCprr = negS/B (2)

where S is specificavailablegas power.
On the other hand, fan thrustper unit fuel
flow, F/We, improveswith increasingbypass
ratio acc8rdingto

F/Wf = Jh n_ .12neB/gS (3)
where nG is gas generatorthermaleffidency.

If thrust reductionis effectedby the
shutdown of gas generator units, remaining
units operatingat equal and unchanged con-
ditions, then both G and Wf are reduced by

the factor the ratio of the number of
activeunits to the totalnumber in the
system. The quantitiesnG and S remainun-
changed. The fan turbine,however,operates
at reduced speedwith only a fraction,a,
of nozzle arc active. Additionalturbine
losses contributeto a deteriorationof n
as a is reduced(11). Expressingthe
variousquantitiesof interestin terms of
the datum values at full admission,and
assumingno change in pk and e with a, then

from (1)

from (2)

from (3)

Rel(F)=

Rel(B)=

=

Rel(F/Wf)

=

a2/3 Rel(n)2/3

Rel(n) / Rel(F)

Rel(Tl)1/3/ a2/3

=Rel(nB)1/2

Rel(n)2/3/ a1/3







These approximateexpressionsindicate
that fan thrustreductionthrougha is
accompaniedby improvedeconomyproviding
n declinesinitiallymore slowly than

a1/2. The specificfuel consumptionbased
on fan thrust remainsbelow the datum value
for as long as Rel(n) remainsgreeter than
a1/2. A gain in specificfuel consumption
reflectsan increasein bypass ratio.

This approachto thrustreductioncan be
comparedwith the usual throttlingproce-
dure. In this case,n can be assumednot
to changewhile S and Tindeclinewith re-
duced power. If all gat generatorunits
are throttledin unison to reduceG by the
factor 0, then

from (1) Rel(F) = 0213 (7)
from (2) and (7)

Rel(B) = Rel(S) / $213 (8)
from (3) and (8)

Rel(F/Wf) = Rel(n0)/ 01/3 (9)

F/rafa = Viii5 and FT/msrfi = (10)

Maximum take-off lift is given, for fully

vectorable hot thrust, by L/m,./2-g
at the fan pressureratio correspondingto

= -0/(1 + r1B). Under these conditions,
F/FT = na;(or V/VT = n), i.e. the contri-

bution of the hot componentto vertical
thrust is less significant the higher the
datum bypass ratio. At sufficiently high

In general,nG decreasesmore rapidly than
0113 and thrustreductionby gas generator
throttlingis accompaniedby a progressive
increase in specific fuel consumption,
while B is substantially constant.

The present system involves certain
implications with respect to the alloca-
tion of energy between the fan and turbine
exhaust jets. In simplified terms, at the
datum (take-off) rating,
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bypass ratios the inclusionof the hot
componenthas an adverseeffect on engine
lift specificweightdue to the substan-
tial weight incrementrepresentedby the
necessaryrotatingnozzles. For datum
bypass ratiosgreaterthan about 3-4, it
appearsadvantageousto assignas much
take-offpower as practicableto the fan,
leaving the hot thrustunvectored. This
arrangementavoids the use of hot vertical
jets. Further,the ratioV/VT will tend

to move towardsthe optimumvalue as a is
reducedfor normal flight,due to the
expectedincreasein 71B. Where circum-
stanceswarrant,however,hot thrustde-
flection,e.g. of the switch-intype(10),
could be employed.

Test Model


A general arrangementof the test model
is shown in Figure 4. The model design
dates from 1960 and was conceivedorigin-
ally as a quarter scale versionof a V/STOL
propulsionsystem,for a 10000 lb. A.U.W.
aircraft,using what were essentiallyfirst
generationlift-jetsas gas generators.
Datum bypass ratio was 4.10. The model was
constructedfor multi-purposeexperimental
use and has been employedmainly as a
thrustingfan test rig, for example,in the
investigationof crossflowgeneratedinflow
distortioneffectson thrustingfan
characteristics(12).With the recentcom-
pletionof the balanceinstallationin the
V/STOLPropulsionTunnel,direct force
measurementsbecame possibleand some
attentionhas been directedtowardsthe
propulsionsystem aspect.

FIG 4 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF MODEL

General Description


The model consistsessentiallyof a
simplerotor comprisinga two-stagefan
drivenby a single stage turbinesupplied
from an externalsourceof compressedair.
The supplyair is led, througha dorsal
flangeand plenum, to four separatetransi-
tion ducts each feedinga quarterof tne
turbinestator annulus. Provisionis made
for blockingany transitionduct to simu-
late gas generatorshutdown. The rotor
shaft is supportedin a front rollerbear-
ing and two rear ball bearings,with oil
mist lubrication. The fan deliveryduct
is bifurcatedto side exits equippedwith
fully rotatingvaned nozzles (Figure5).
The nozzlesare driven independentlyby
electricmotors carriedinside the casing

with remote controland positionindica-
tion. Second stage statorblade setting
is collectivelyvariableduringoperation
througha ring gear engagingspur gear
sectorson each blade root pin.

FIG 5 CASCADE NOZZLE

Test Arrangements


The model was suspendedhorizontallyin
the 10 ft. x 20 ft. working sectionof the
V/STOL PropulsionTunnelby bolting the
turbinesupplyflange to the mid-pointof
a crosspipeconnectedat each end to an
offsite 5000 KW compressor(Figure6).
The crosspipewas supportedexternallybe-
tween separateforce balancesof the weigh
beam, automaticnull-seekingtype. Each
balance allowedmeasurementof vertical
and horizontalforce. Supply air connec-
tion on each side was by means of an air
bearing couplingdesignedto eliminate
balance constraints(Figure7). The
arrangementis an adaptationof an air
lubricateghydrostaticseal for rotating
shafts(13). A springloaded,bellows
mounted bearingface carryingbearingair
supplyorificesis presentedto a vented
face of similardimensionson the model
supportingcrosspipe. Nominaloperating
clearanceis .0015in. at a bearingair
supplypressureof 50 p.s.i.a. Fan and
turbinethrustmeasurementswere separated
by rotatingthe cascadenozzles through90
degrees,or, alternatively,by rotatingthe
completemodel assemblyabout the crosspipe
into the verticalposition. All testswere
run at essentiallyzero tunnel speed.
Turbine air mass flow was measuredby stan-
dard orificein the externalline. Rota-
tional speed was determinedby magnetic
pick-up and electroniccounter. Model
vibrationwas monitoredby an inertial
transducermounted on the model carcase.
Other measurementsincludedtotalpressure
and temperatureat appropriatepoints in
the flow system.
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FIG 6 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

FIG 7 AIR BEARING COUPLING

Aerodynamic Design 


The two—stage fan is of the axial inflow
type. Entry tip diameter and hub tip ratio
are 15.0 in. and 0.5 respectively. The
aerodynamic design reflects a conservative
approach to blade speed, by current stan—
dards. Design fan temperature rise was
20°C per stage, corresponding to a bypass
ratio of 4.10 at a modest assumed gas gene-
rator performance (S = 115 h.p./lb./sec.).
Design fan tip speed was 916 ft./sec.,

(14000 r.p.m.) leading to subsonic tip
relative Mach number (M = .92). Design
load factor of the single stage2turbine WE1E
correspondingly very high (LH/U = 2.78).
The use of a transonic fan (tip speed =
1500 ft./sec., say) would have eased the
turbine loading considerably, while allow—
ing a smaller turbine disc diameter (12.0
in. on model) or an increased assumed gas
generator performance. Turbine designentry
total temperature and pressure were 700°C
and 2.355 atm., at standard ambient condi—
tions. Design flow was 6.84 lb./sec. for
an expected power output of 700 h.p. Cor—
responding fan air flow was 28.0 lb./sec.,
for a fan thrust of 735 lb. To further
the achievement of design thrust, a con—
servative approach to fan area was adopted
with the use of a relatively low design
axial velocity (430 ft./sec., k = .51).
Design fan thrust loading, based on annulus
area, was 800 lb./ft?

Experimental Results


In actual operation, the turbine was
supplied With unheated compressed air from
an outside source. Turbine entry tempera—



ture was essentially constant throughout
at about 50°C above ambient. The available
air supply permitted operation over the
complete speed range up to 14000 r.p.m.

Fan Thrust Measurements

Fan characteristics had been determined
previously with the rotating nozzles re—
placed by air flow measuring ducts(12).
The approximate operating line with rotat—
ing nozzles in place, as determined by mea—
sured pressure ratio and rotational speed,
is shown in Figure 8. Fan thrust, with
the rotating nozzles in the thrust position
(m = 0), was measured as the difference in
horizontal force reading obtained on rotat—
ing the nozzles through 90 degrees, at
fixed turbine supply conditions. No sen—
sible change in rotor speed occurred during
this procedure. The results are shown in
Figure 9. Fan thrust with nozzles in the
lift position (cr= 90°), could not be mea—
sured directly as a vertical force, due to
tunnel constraint effects. In the normal
model position, the rotating nozzles were
located 7 ft. above the tunnel floor and
about 4 ft. from the side walls. The tun—
nel floor could be raised. At fixed model
operating conditions and m = 90 degrees,
the balance reading of vertical force was
found to vary with floor distance. An in—
creased effective floor distance (13 ft.)
was obtained by directing the nozzles
vertically upward, and, finally, the con—
straint effect was eliminated by rotating
the complete model through 90 degrees and
measuring fan thrust directly as horizon—
tal force (Figure 10). Some typical re—
sults are shown in Figure 11. Values of
fan thrust measured in this way conformed
closely with those of Figure 9. Within
the limits of the experimental technique,
rotating nozzle position appeared to have
little, if any, effect on fan thrust.
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Further fan thrust measurements were
race to secure preliminary data on a pos—
sible method of vertical thrust regulation
at response rates adequate for controlled
landing. Thrust change is effected by col—
lective adjustment of the stator blade
setting in the final fan stage, i.e. by
directpressure changes. Essentiallyno
speed change in gas generLtors or fan
rotor is involved.

The present tests were concerned mainly
with the variation in steady thrust level
as stator setting was changed in either
direction from the nominal design value.
With the model operating at fixed turbine
supply conditions, the stator setting was
varied incrementally by remote control and
the steady thrust recorded after each ad—
justment. Eeun blade setting was obtained
by direct observation of a single stator
blade fitted externally with an indicator
ar;ainsta fixed scale, together with prior
determinntion of differences in datum set—
ting and lost motion among the individual
blades. The determination of mean absolute
stator settihg was further complicated by
the need to shift the datum setting several
times to accommodate a mechanical restric—
tion in the blade drivewhich limited over—
all adjustment to 20 degrees.

FIG 10 FAN THRUST MEASUREMENT =90°
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stagger angle was independent of the direc—
tion in which angle changes were made.The
overall variation was closely symmetrical
about a stagger angle near to the nominal
design value.Little change of thrust
(•.-:1/2 percent) was observed over a cen—
tral range of stagger angle of about 20
degrees.As the stagger angle was in—



creased or decreased beyond this range,
the thrust fell sharply and, thereafter,
declined at an approximately constant rate
until the onset of fan stall.For the
range of stagger angles investigated,
audible fun stall was encountered only at
negative incidence.The stalling value of
stagger angle exceeded the design setting
by about 35 degrees, at 6000 r.p.m., and
decreased by about 2 degrees with increase
in fan speed to 11000 r.p.m.Corresponding
fan thrust was 66-69 percent of the design
value.The thrust variation was approxi—



mately linear over a stagger angle range
of 20 degrees with a gradient of about 1*
percent design thrust per degree.At the
relatively slow rate of stagger change
available on the model (about 2 degrees
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The measured results for a range of fan
speed up to 10000 r.p.m. are shown in
Figure 12. i•,easurementswere also made at
11000 r.p.m. and 14000 r.p.m. over sec—
tions of the plotted stugger angle range.
A faired curve representing all the data is
shown in Figure 13. While referring quan—
titatively to the specific fan and nozzle
combination of the tests, the results ex—
hibit qualitative trends of possibly wider
application. Within the limits of accuracy
to which absolute stator setting could be
established, fun thrust appeared to be un—
influenced by aerodynamic hysteresis ef—
fects. The variation of fan thrust with

per second), the thrust as indicated by
the balance display could be cycled re—
peatedly over this range with no notice—
able change in vibration, noise or speed.

In actual landing operations, fan speed
would be selected for the necessary lift
with the stators at a spoiled setting,
allowing a margin of quickly available lift
for controlled descent.
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Partial AdmissionResults

Further testswere concernedwith system
performanceunder simulatedconditionsof
gas generatorshutdown. The turbinewas
operatedat fixed overalltotal/static
pressure ratio, fixedentry temperatureand
progressivelyreducedadmissionfraction.
Of particularinterest,and implicitin the
thrustmeasurements,was the deterioration
of drive efficiencywith reducedadmission
in circumstancesinvolvinga parallel drop
in turbinespeed and increasein turbine
loading. As mentionedearlier,the turbine
supplyair temperatureaveraged50°C above
ambient. At designpressureratio and full
admission,the turbineload factorwas re—
presentativeof normalpracticeat about
1.48 (althoughrotor incidencewas 10 de—
grees negative). These conditionscharac—
terizedthe test turbinedatumwith which
partial admissionperformancewas compared.

Figure 14 shows the measuredvariation
of fan speed with turbineoverallpressure
ratio,PT/Pam ' for a range of nominalad—

mission fraction,a, from 1.0 to 0.25,
obtainedby blockingup to three turbine
supply ducts. Smallernominaladmission

fractionsdown to 0.10 were included,
using baffleplates at the exit to the
fourth supplyduct (Figure15). The data
of Figure 14 apply to an ambient tempera—
ture of 15°C. The correctionof recorded
fan speedfor variationsof actual ambient
temperaturewas facilitatedby the circum—
stance that turbineentry temperaturewas
close to ambient. In the actualmodel,
the junctionsbetweenadjacentturbine
supply duct walls ended short of the sta—
tors by approximately3/16 in. In addition,
the junctionswere arbitrarilyplaced in
relationto statorblade spacing. The
existe:iceof a smallleakage flow is demon-
stratedby the chokingvaluesof flow para-
meter shown,for variousnominaladmission
fractions,in Figure16. As a conservative
measure, the entireexcess flow was re—
garded as contributingto an effectivead—
mission fraction,a. The requiredcorrec—
tion to nominaladmissionfractionwas
about + .025 in all cases.

FIG 15 TRANSITION DUCT BLOCKING
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The data of Figure 14 &re shown re—
plotted against effective admission frac—
tion, a, in Figure 17. It is noted that a
can be regarded as the ratio of the number
of working gas generators to the totul num—
ber of gas generators in & static system in
which all working gas generators are oper—
ating at similar conditions. The implied
gas power supply, or total fuel flow, is
proportional to a. The results of Figure
17, referred to full admission values, are
represented closely by the single curve of
Figure 18.
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FIG 18 RELATIVE ROTATIONAL SPEED VS
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Figure 19 shows the corresponding varia—
tion of fan thrust (from Figure 9) and
supplied power, G, (proportional to a).
Finally, the variation of the ratio of fan
thrust to supplied power is shown in Figure
20. The economy of thrust production is
seen to improve, as a is reduced from unity
to values approaching 0.15. The minimum
implied specific fuel consumption, based
on fan thrust, is 74 percent of the full
admission value. The corresponding value
of fon thrust is 23 percent of the full
admission value.
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The results afford some insight into
the variation of overall efficiency, 7],
with a. Within the limitations of the
derivation of equation (4), the variation
of n implied by the measurement—based data
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of Figure 19 is show.:in Figure 21. The
curve rer.ectF.the decline in turbine
efficiency with reduced admission under
the particular conditions of the test
arrangement.imi1arly, Figure 20 shows
the increLsc of bypass ratio with simu—
lated gas generator shutdown (equation (5)).

The relative economy of thrust reduction
by gas generator shutdown compareC with gas
generator throttling is illustrated in
Figure 22. The curves are based on the
present test results and typical gas
generator part load performance. It is
noted that the data are limited to a static
system at constant ambient conditions and
refer only to thrust produced by the fan.
The curves illustrate, in principle, the
options with respect to fuel economy and
gas generator rating made available, in the
selection of a given thrust level, by a
capacity to vary bypass ratio through par—
tial admission.

Model Operating Experience


While the mechanical design is unrepre—
sentative of an aircraft system, approxi—
mately 1000 hours of model operation have
been accumulated to date. Although much of
the running has involved non—standard inlet
conditions to fan or turbine, no mechanical
difficulties of any kind have been encoun—
tered. Maintenance has been limited to
precautionary replacement of the standard
bearings ct intervals of about 300 hours.
In the present tests, operation at turbine
admission fractions down to 10 percent re—
sultnd in no significant change in monitor—
ed vibration amplitude. The rotating
nozzles were designed, constructed and

STATIC CASE installed with no further attention. The
effectiveness, in practice, of the Pegasus
type thrust vectoring system has been
noteworthy.

Further performance aspects require
elucidation and appear amenable to in—
vestigation on the present model. With
respect to the fan, these include the
achievement of maximum thrust per unit area
at low values of fan Work, the optimization

>980 of exit stator design, and the dynamic as--. 9
0.85 ly pects of thrust regulation by spoiling.

With respect to the turbine, no attempt was
-9:r_ 0°15 _ 1.0 made in the present design to minimize

--------90 losses at partial admission. At turbine
80 design pressure ratio, the pressure mea—

sured in the blocked turbine supply ducts
was 1 to 2 percent below ambient. Pumping
losses might be reduced by suitable shroud-

20 ing. Improved rotor entry flow would re-

0.5
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FIG 21 VARIATION OF DERIVED OVERALL
ENERGY TRANSFER EFFICIENCY WITH

ADMISSION FRACTION
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FIG 22 RELATIVE ECONOMY OF THRUST
REDUCTION BY GAS GENERATOR THROTTLING

AND SHUTDOWN


sult from integration of the turbine sta—
tors with appropriately shaped supply
ducts. IL circumstances where turbine disc
size is physically limiting, the use of two
turbine stages may be desirable. Little
information exists on the operation of two
stage turbines with partial admission.
Further uncertainties lie in the design of
the turbine exhaust system for minimum
losses.
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Conclusion

A turbofan configuration of possible
application to commercial V/STOL propulsion
is discussed. The system combines potenti-
ally the installational advantages of in-
tegrated lift/thrust with inherent VTOL
operational safety features, low VTOL
weight penalty, and acceptable cruise
economy.

A simple working model producing 700 lb.
thrust is described. The model was oper-
ated on force-measuring balances and ex-
perimental results on some performance
aspects are presented. Reduction of thrust
from the maximum rating involves turbine
operation at partial admission with, in
general, increased bypass ratio and im-
proved specific fuel consumption. On the
model, implied specific fuel consumption
improved continuously as nominal admission
fraction was reduced to 15 percent. At
this point, fan thrust was 23 percent and
implied specific fuel consumption was 74
percent of the full admission values.

Notation

A Fan inlet annulus area
Bypass ratio, Ici/m
Fan stream thrust

FT Turbine stream thrust

Gas power supplied
AH Turbine enthalpy drop
hf Calorific value of fuel

VA/V

Engine lift
Fan mass flow
Total gas generator mass flow
Rotational speed
Fan inlet total pressure
Turbine inlet total pressure

Ambient pressure

Specific gas power, G/mg
Fan inlet total temperature

TT Turbine inlet total temperature

Yr Ideal fan temperature rise
Mean blade speed

V. Fan stream efflux velocity, F/M
VA Fan inlet axial velocity

VT Turbine stream efflux velocity,

Wf Fuel flow

a Effective admission fraction
Nominal admission fraction
Throttled power fraction

8 P referred to standard pressure

T PT referred to standard pressure

Fraction of G abstracted by fan
turbine
Overall energy transfer efficiency,

MV2/2eG
TIG Gas generator thermal efficiency
9 T referred to standard temperature

T• TT referred to standard temperature

Fan inlet density
Nozzle angle from horizontal
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